
Flexible wine rack

IPG WINE BOX

The IPG Wine Box is a folding crate and wine rack in one: ideal for safe transport, in line with professional
standards, and perfect for a clearly arranged storage system. Simply a flexible wine rack.

Wine in its best position
The wine crate serves as both an attractive wine rack and
durable transport container. lts robust construction provides
excellent protection, and the generous interior dimensions
provide sufficient space for the proper storage of twelve
standard 75O ml wine bottles. Stacking several crates not
only creates an attractive and functional wine rack, but also
ensures a clear and orderly arrangement thanks to the label
holders on the large doors. The empty wine crate takes up
little space and can be collapsed and then conveniently
stored or transported.

Properties and advantages
 ¨ Clear and orderly arrangement for your wine cellar
 ¨ Product protection during transport and storage
 ¨ Holds twelve standard 75O ml bottles
 ¨ Properly stores wine bottles in a horizontal position
 ¨ Eeasy to set up and take down (collapsed only 2O % 

of the volume)
 ¨ Boottles can be removed from both the front and 

back sides when the crates are stacked
 ¨ Flexlble stackable storage
 ¨ Robust and resistant to moisture
 ¨ Uv-resistant and safe to wash
 ¨ Label holder on the doors
 ¨ Color: black
 ¨ lOO% recyclable
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1. Place the bottom of the wine box onto 
a hard underlay with the smooth surface 
facing down (ribs up)

2. Fit the long wall into the hinge shells (hinge 
openings) of the floor with the smooth side 
facing outwards . First push slightly down-
wards and then to the right until the wall 
audibly locks into place

3. Repeat this procedure with the second long 
wall

4. Fit the short wall into the hinge shells (hinge 
openings) of the floor with the smooth side 
facing outwards. First push slightly down-
wards and then to the right until the wall 
audibly locks into place

5. Repeat this procedure with the second 
short wall

6. Turn the assembled wine box over so 
that the smooth sides of the floor and 
walls face upwards.

7. Place onto a hard underlay
8. Lift a long and a short side upwards to 

form a right angle (9O°)
9. Place both flaps of the long side into the 

openings of the short side. Press the 
long side outwards and secure (you will 
hear a ”click”). Repeat this procedure 
with all other sides of the box. The box 
is then finished. Lift the opening flap 
(with label holcler) out of the locking. 
Pull the opening flap outwards.

Exterior dimensions (mm) 485 x 266 x 247
Interior dimensions (mm) 460 x 241 x 228
Fill volume (L)  25
Tare weight (g) 1580
Load capacity (kg) 18
Compressive strength when stacked (kg) 500
Layer height of empties (mm) 12
Dimensions when collapsed, folded outward (mm) 944 x 724 x 17,5
Total capacity in m² at a stack height of 1.92 m and with 
twelve 750 ml bottles per crate (bottles)

750

Technical data Delivery units (empty boxes)
unmounted in shrink foil

Boxes per Euro pallet 204 pcs.
Boxes per truck (13,20 x 2,46 x 2,50 m) 6732 pcs.
Euro pallets per truck (13,20 x 2,46 x 2,50 m) 33 pcs.
Total height incl. pallet 1900 mm
Color black
Material black

Assembly lnstruction

Technical lntormation: 
The IPG Wine Box is suitable for use at temperatures from 0°C to 50°C. Assuming proper handling, the technical characteristics of the crate can be guaranteed under these 
conditions. The compressive strength when stacked is a maximum of 500 kilograms. 
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IPG Intelligent Packaging Group AS 
Hensmoveien 46 • 3516 Hønefoss • Norway 
Sentralbord: +47 38 99 40 13 • Mobil: +47 960 49 556
E-post: info@ip-group.no • www.ip-group.no

IPG Intelligent Packaging Group AB 
Västrevångleden 2 • SE-302 41 Halmstad • Sweden
Switchboard: +46 35 10 24 80 • Fax: +46 35 12 71 60
Email: info@ip-group.se • www.ip-group.se


